
Understanding Anxiety 
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Anxiety and the brain
Physical symptoms
Modern life / development and anxiety
How anxious behaviour manifests at school
Signs of anxiety

Session Overview

Increasing Understanding
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Anxiety 
Anxiety itself is not a problem
Our bodies are designed to have 
anxious responses in threatening or 
dangerous situations
The difficulty is linked to 4 areas:
The cause of the anxiety
The frequency
The intensity
The outcome for the child

Context
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The Science
THREAT

CORTISOL
ADRENALINE

QUICK FIRE

STRONG
& FAST

NO 
OBJECTIVITY
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Physical Symptoms
Result from the body being flooded with hormones 

when no physical threat is present

Dizzy / 
Confused

Flushed Face Hot / SweatyBreathless

Racing 
Heart

Feeling 
Sick

Tense / Stiff 
Muscles

Nervous 
Energy / Fidgety

Culmination of these symptoms creates a PANIC ATTACK 
- usually brought on by thoughts
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Discussion
What physical 

aspects of anxiety 
has your child 
experienced?
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Developmental Factors
Abstract 
Thought

Looks / 
appearance / are 

they talking about 
me ?

Girls

Boys

Sensory 
processing

Amygdala
Strong enough / 

funny enough / do 
I have a skill to 

offer?

Asks
“What if?”

Switches 
on 8-12 yrs
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Evidence Of Anxiety At School
Friendships With teachers & Staff

Negative beliefs

Impact of school environment

Changing friendship groups frequently
Avoiding after schools clubs and parties

Avoiding attending certain 
lessons
Feeling like they are wasting staff 
time if they ask a question

Putting on a brave face then struggling in 
private
Negative self talk or talking themselves out 
of things

Feeling cramped or overwhelmed in certain spaces
Wanting to change schools
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Warning Signs

Eating patterns
Sleep pattern
Lack of concentration
Withdrawing 
Lack of communication
Tearful
Short Fuse
Compulsions e.g. scratching, 
counting, washing

Pressure (too much)
Change
Unexplained behaviour of others
Mental / emotional exhaustion
Responsibility (too much)
Negative words spoken
Difficulty in releasing thoughts / 
emotions
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Discussion
“Modern life is making 

young people more 
anxious”  

True or False?
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Effects Of Modern Life

Processing / Exposure Performance Self-Esteem

Availability / Transitions Extended family / Other adults
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Question?
Why is it important 
for young people not 
to be on technology 
late into the night?
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Anxiety has a biological process that can 
be interrupted
Physical symptoms can be managed and 
reversed
Understanding anxiety helps parents to 
have an appropriate tone and manner 
when offering support
Anxiety triggers can be very personal
Anxiety does not have to overwhelm life

Conclusions 13

Final Questions 

Lorraine Lee Training
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